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Weather or Not
Prior to coming to New Bern, Donnie spent 20 years at the CBS
affiliate station in Nashville and five years at WCYB, a sister station to
WCTI Channel 12 here, in Bristol, Virginia.
He studied meteorology at Mississippi State and holds the AMS
Seal of Approval. His fascination with weather dates back to elementary
school when he would draw out weather maps on the chalkboards in
classrooms. (having erased something his teacher had posted there and
intended to leave!) In high school Donnie earned his pilot's license,
which required quite a bit of weather study. Donnie has flown into two
Category 5 Hurricanes (Mitch and Ivan) with the Hurricane Hunters. He is
also fascinated with space exploration and space flight as well. He has
covered space shuttle launches from the Kennedy Space Center in Florida and watched nearly all of them on television. Some of the questions from members he answered:
Education to become a meteorologist can be found all over the country. Some of the
smaller universities have great programs. A bachelors degree is the highest degree required for
most positions. If the student plans to go in research or work with the National Weather Service,
NOAA, or the airlines who hire their own meteorologists he should get a masters and sometimes
a doctorate.
There are several models (European, American TSF, and Canadian) that are used during
the course of a hurricane watch. Their value changes throughout and between storms, trading
positions for best predictor. There are other models for specifics within the storm. Over the past
couple of years the European Model has been the best with the American model being fairly
close. Commercial TV is a day or so behind the weather forecast center. TV stations wait to announce until they can see some consistency in the movement of the storm. This year’s forecast
from the experts was a pretty high number for storms but that has not happened.
A tropical storm is actually the heat in the tropics being carried north to balance the temperatures. Hurricanes and storms are a part of the worldwide cooling process much as a radiator
cools a car engine. Also involved is the water temperature.
In the last 10 years some of the most well-defined storms in the Pacific are different in that
they tend to go north and south of Japan and Hawaii. The path is based on water temperatures
in the same way as in the Atlantic. The water being cooler in the eastern part of the Pacific acts
somewhat like the Gulf Stream does on the east coast.
Donnie said the attempt to create rain through seeding clouds or any other method has
been abandoned for now.

Facebook/OFest
Continue sharing Facebook posts. **Make
sure you are on Deedra’s volunteer list.**
See the second attachment to this email.

Health and Happiness

Joe

Member Birthday
9/04 Jim Robinson

CART
We’re doing pretty well. Thank you very much.

Grants—available through Jeff.
We still don’t have access to a grant form,
but contact Jeff if you hear from anyone interested. You can tell them up front that we
only give grants to 501c3 holders but let Jeff
know—he may have another way to help.
Jeff will need the organization name, how
many people are served, and what the money
will be used for.
RCS Next event is 9/30.

New Bern High School Interact
Club reorganization is underway. 80
Seniors have signed up!!

Mark Your
Calendars
September 8—Bring cookies to the
meeting for First Responders
September 24— Oktoberfest
September 27—Oktoberfest
volunteers thank you party @NBGCC
6 to 9 pm.

Oktoberfest Moment
 Jeff Haddock, backed up by David Whitley, will be running a be beer contest
earlier in the day of Oktoberfest. Professional brew-makers in the area have been
invited to participate. One member of the club will be on the panel of judges. Their
goal is $2,500.
 David Whitley is handling the Heavy Stein contest. (I’m sensing a theme here)
The separate events for men and women will occur simultaneously.
 The daughter-in-law of a member of the band donated $500.
 Last organizational meeting 9/20 at 312 S Front St, C21 Zaytoun-Raines.

International

Paul Plavek and Ann Super

As part of the annual conference District 7720 we will be delivering
items to Rotary Clubs in Wilmington East (Wilmington, NC) which will be
shipped, free of cost, to the coast of Poland and then to Ukraine by land.
There are scores of Rotarians on the ground in Ukraine, as well as in
Moldova and Poland. In an effort to provide relief to the growing needs in
Eastern Europe we are collecting the following:







 Human

food that can be stored for extended periods without refrigeration (not canned goods)
 New blankets
 Feminine supplies
 Wound care items (gauze, surgical tape, band aids)
 Over the counter medicines (aspirin, diarrhea and cold medication, toiletries)
 Flea and plain dog and cat collars, dog beds, dog leashes, pet supplies

USA Needs



 Kentucky families are
 The Red Cross is very

Jeff Opel
still homeless and continue to have needs
low on blood. Donate when you can

Ramona
held the
winning
ticket.

Still a heart but
not the right
one.
There is now
$256
just waiting
for you!

...which
brought
her $15 for
lunch
money.

